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Awful game, at first it tempts you with its co-op, without saying clearly that it's only local, battle system at its worst, which is
basically a button masher with zero strategy and entertainment. Levels are boring, enemies are boring, bosses are boring,
everything is boring.. Not terrible. Not worth $7, maybe $1 TBH Thought it looked like castle crashers, was kind of let down. It
kind of looked like it was slapped together in a couple hours. Cute kids game, but for season veterns you might want to steer
clear.. Most of the reviews claim this game is clunky as well as looking and feeling like a mobile port and honestly, they aren't
wrong. The combat feels slow, the character feels unresponsive and unruly. Whos bright idea was it to have the jump and attack
be the same button? Moron I do admire the game for one thing though, it knows how bad it is as at the end of every mini level
the default selection is to exit, that's brilliant.. Old styled 2d video game. It's almost same as little fighter just with better quality.
Overall rating 7/10.. Arson and Plunder is a 2D arcade/beat-em-up very challenging and entertaining game. Graphically, it's very
"cartoonish", something that can sometimes be very different, in a good way. Mechanically, it's easy to pick up. But this time,
although I'm not very friendly to controllers, I'm thinking that this time, with the Steam Controller, would be a perfect match. It
was a very pleasant surprise.. Mediocre, repetitive gameplay, no thanks. This game kind of completely kicks It's challening, and
it's the kind of challenging I love in beat 'em ups. It holds you down and hurls hordes of enemies at you and screams "deal with
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it". If that's your thing, this is your thing.
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